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ABSTRACT
Deep learning approaches have recently achieved impressive per-
formance on both audio source separation and sound classification.
Most audio source separation approaches focus only on separating
sources belonging to a restricted domain of source classes, such
as speech and music. However, recent work has demonstrated the
possibility of “universal sound separation”, which aims to separate
acoustic sources from an open domain, regardless of their class. In
this paper, we utilize the semantic information learned by sound
classifier networks trained on a vast amount of diverse sounds to
improve universal sound separation. In particular, we show that se-
mantic embeddings extracted from a sound classifier can be used to
condition a separation network, providing it with useful additional
information. This approach is especially useful in an iterative setup,
where source estimates from an initial separation stage and their cor-
responding classifier-derived embeddings are fed to a second sepa-
ration network. By performing a thorough hyperparameter search
consisting of over a thousand experiments, we find that classifier
embeddings from clean sources provide nearly one dB of SNR gain,
and our best iterative models achieve a significant fraction of this
oracle performance, establishing a new state-of-the-art for universal
sound separation.
Index Terms— Audio source separation, deep learning, seman-
tic audio representations, sound classification
1. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental problem in machine hearing is deconstructing an
acoustic mixture into its constituent sounds. This has been done
quite successfully for certain classes of sounds, such as separating
speech from nonspeech interference [1, 2] or speech from speech
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. However, the more general problem of separating
arbitrary classes of sound, known as “universal sound separation”,
has only recently been addressed [8]. An automated universal sound
separation system has many useful applications, including better se-
lectivity for assistive hearing devices, improved sound event clas-
sification for acoustic mixtures, and dynamic editing of sound and
video recordings.
One major challenge for universal sound separation is the vast
number of sound classes that may be encountered in the world.
For any acoustic mixture, there is uncertainty about what types of
sources are present. In this paper, we investigate how much univer-
sal sound separation can be improved if this uncertainty is reduced.
In particular, we apply recent advances in sound classification [9],
using the predictions of a sound classifier as embeddings that con-
dition universal sound separation models. By doing so, we attempt
to reduce the uncertainty about what types of sounds are contained
∗Work done during an internship at Google.
in a mixture by providing additional information, and thus improve
separation performance.
Capturing semantic information of high-dimensional data in a
compact vector form (embedding) is essential for understanding and
analyzing their underlying structure [10]. Conditional embeddings
have been extensively used in various generation tasks for guiding
a network to produce a semantically meaningful image given a con-
text vector [11, 12], or just a class label [13]. Although recent works
have been successful in finding semantically rich sound representa-
tions under an unsupervised setting [14, 15], there are few works that
employ conditional embeddings towards other learning tasks on the
audio domain. In [16], a conditional variational autoencoder is pro-
posed in order to generate prosodic features for speech synthesis by
sampling prosodic embeddings from the bottleneck representation.
Specifically for separation tasks, speaker-discriminative embeddings
are produced for targeted voice separation in [6] and for diarization
in [17] yielding a significant improvement over the unconditional
separation framework. Recent works [18, 19] have utilized condi-
tional embeddings for each music class in order to boost the perfor-
mance of a deep attractor-network [20] for music separation.
Despite the progress on exploiting conditional embeddings for
audio separation tasks, there are still limitations. For example, em-
bedding representations of the sources often need to be learned ex-
plicitly by auxiliary networks trained to predict the identity of the
speaker or the sound classes contained in a mixture. In many real-
world scenarios, the ground-truth class label of each source in a mix-
ture is unknown or hard to annotate. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work that proposes an end-to-end approach for con-
ditioning universal sound separation without using any ground-truth
class labels of the clean sources during training. Our specific contri-
butions are as follows:
• We use semantically rich audio representations produced by a
sound classifier without assuming that we have access to the
class labels of each source during training.
• We propose several ways of conditioning a source separation
network using the resulting semantic audio representations.
• We report state-of-the-art performance for universal sound
separation by integrating conditional embeddings in an iter-
ative separation framework.
2. SEMANTIC AUDIO REPRESENTATIONS
2.1. Extracting Embeddings from Sounds
In order to extract semantically meaningful representations of audio
clips, we start with a pretrained sound classification network [9, 14].
This model is trained using AudioSet [21] to classify clips with mul-
ticlass labels drawn from 527 total sound classes. In addition to the
procedures described in [9], the sound classifier was trained using
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Fig. 1: Top 5 predicted classes over time for a mixture containing horse (a) and snake (b) sounds. Note that the corresponding probability
tensor extracted from their mixture (c) does not enclose the semantic information of both sources, in contrast to the resulting soft-OR
probability representation (d).
automatic temporal refinement of training labels, ontology ancestor
smearing, and energy threshold silence labels. Also, unlike [9], we
opt for a MobileNet-style architecture [22] for its desirable compu-
tational footprint. This network consists of 10 layers of depthwise-
separable convolutions, and we found this architecture to perform
nearly as well as the larger architectures evaluated in [9]. The Mo-
bileNet is fed patches of a 64-channel Mel-scale spectrogram with
25 ms window and 10 ms step. These shape 64 × 96 patches are
extracted by a 96-frame sliding window with a hop of 1 frame (i.e.
10 ms).
The resulting conditional embedding that corresponds to an in-
put signal s is the predicted logits V ∈ RF×527, where F is the
number of predictions extracted by the sliding window. These logits
are extracted from the last layer of the sound classifier, before appli-
cation of the sigmoid activation. The conditional probability tensor
of each sound class c ∈ {1, · · · , 527} contained in audio clip s over
all frames F is given by P (c|s) = σ (V[:, c]) ∈ [0, 1]F .
2.2. Types of Embeddings for Source Separation
Assuming that we know that each mixture contains N sources, and
considering that the clean sources s1 · · · sN and the mixture m have
the same number of samples, we define the following types of se-
mantic representations that we use for guiding our source separation
networks:
• Mixture embedding: the logits of the sound classifier after
applying it to the mixture signal m: Vm ∈ RF×527.
• All embedding: embeddings of mixtures and clean sources are
concatenated. That is, Vs+m = [Vm,Vs] ∈ R(N+1)·F×527,
where the sources embedding is the concatenation of the log-
its of the sound classifier after applying it to all clean source
signals s1 · · · sN individually: Vs ∈ RN·F×527.
• Soft-OR embedding: first we compute the soft-OR operation
on the probability space from all available sources, and then
we compute the inverse sigmoid function σ−1(·) of the result,
to go back to the logits space. For a single class c, we define
the soft-OR operation over N sources as:
Por (c|s) = 1−
N∏
i=1
(1− P (c|si)). (1)
Intuitively, the soft-OR is the probability that at least one
of N biased coins comes up heads. To convert back to
logits, we define the soft-OR embedding as Vor[:, c] =
logit (Por (c|s)), where logit(P ) = log(P/(1− P )).
Note that the “soft-OR” and “all” embeddings require access to
the sources (either clean references or estimated) in order to be
extracted. Examples of these different semantic representations on
the probability space of two sources as they are predicted by the
sound classifier are shown in Figure 1. Ideally the semantic repre-
sentation of the mixture should resemble the soft-OR embedding (
Vm ≈ Vor), because if a sound exists in one or more of the sources,
then it must exist in the mixture, and the embedding would then
represent the presence or absence of the sounds to be separated.
3. AUDIO SOURCE SEPARATION FRAMEWORKS
3.1. Time-Domain Source Separation
We adopt the TDCN++ model and its iterative version iTDCN++,
for universal source separation, based on their performance in [8].
The TDCN++ model consists of analysis and synthesis basis trans-
forms which encode and decode the signal, respectively, as well as a
masking-based separation module that consists of stacked blocks of
dilated convolutions and dense layers similar to [7]. In the iterative
version (iTDCN++), the process of estimating the source signals is
repeated twice. The mixture audio m and output estimates sˆ(1) of
the first TDCN++ module serve as input for the second TDCN++
module, which produces the final separation estimates sˆ(2). Both
separation networks are trained using permutation-invariant [5] neg-
ative signal to noise ratio (SNR), given by
Lsep = −SNR (sp∗ , sˆ) = −10 log10
(‖sp∗‖2/‖sp∗ − sˆ‖2) (2)
where p∗ denotes the best possible permutation of the sources s given
some model predictions sˆ. For the iTDCN++ model, we use the
separation losses for both iterations, namely, Lisep = L(1)sep + L(2)sep.
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Fig. 2: Integrating conditional embedding information to the ith
layer of a TDCN++ separation module.
3.2. Integrating Conditional Embeddings
For the ith layer of a TDCN++ separation network, the input from
the previous layer is yi−1 ∈ RW×B , where W is the number of
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Fig. 3: High-level block diagrams of the various separation network settings that we consider. Dark green blocks indicate trainable weights.
frames and B is the number of channels. Residual connections from
previous layers are added together
∑
j∈Ri yj , whereRi is the set of
previous layer indices. This result is input to a 1 × 1 convolutional
layer that converts the channel dimension to M . To integrate a con-
ditional embedding V ∈ RF×J , the following steps are taken (see
Figure 2):
1. The embedding is resampled in order to match the time di-
mensions of the current layer’s activations W by repeating
frames.
2. We apply either a) a regular sigmoid function σ (x) =
1/(1+e−x) or b) a trainable sigmoid σ (x) = α/(1+eβ(x0−x)).
with trainable parameters α, β, x0 [23].
3. The channels dimensions of the input conditional embedding
J are matched to B′ through a 1× 1 convolutional layer and
the whole tensor is fed to a global normalization layer in order
to match the statistics of the activations.
4. The resulting input conditioning tensor Vin ∈ RW×B′ is
combined with the activations from the i − 1th layer either
a) by concatenation ui−1 =
[
Vin, yi−1
]
or b) by gating
ui−1 = Vin  yi−1 (the we enforce that B = B′). The
number of channels from the output of the dense layer of the
residual connections is M = (B +B′) and M = B for the
two cases, correspondingly.
This process enables the integration of semantic information in any
layer of the separation module. In this work, we consider two cases
where the semantic information is either integrated in only the first
layer of TDCN++ module, or in all layers.
3.3. Pretrained Embeddings
For this setting, our goal is to determine if embeddings from the pre-
trained sound classifier can improve separation performance. We use
the pretrained sound classifier described in Section 2.1 and we freeze
its parameters. For each input mixture, the sound classifier predicts
a corresponding embedding tensor V which is integrated into the
TDCN++ model as explained in the previous section. We consider
two variations of this experiment. In the first case, which is also
depicted in Figure 3a, we suppose that we can only extract the mix-
ture embedding Vm during training and inference times. In the other
case, we consider an oracle scenario in which the network has access
to the clean sources as shown in Figure 3b. Thus, the sound classi-
fier produces embeddings for both the sources and the mixture. The
concatenated tensor Vall is now the conditional embedding which
guides the TDCN++ separation network. In both baseline and or-
acle cases, the training loss remains the same as the conventional
time-domain source separation setup Lsep.
3.4. Fine-tuned Embeddings
As discussed in Section 2.2, the pretrained embedding correspond-
ing to the mixture signal Vm might not contain significant informa-
tion for all the existing sources. To avoid this problem, we propose
a fine-tuning scheme as shown in Figure 3c, where the last 1 or 3
layers of the sound classifier are trainable. This provides the sound
classifier with more degrees of freedom which can be used to re-
fine the conditional mixture embedding Vˆm in order to make it more
informative for the separation network. The whole architecture is
trained in an end-to-end fashion using only the separation loss Lsep.
3.5. Fine-tuned Embeddings for the Iterative Model
Although the end-to-end fine-tuning can be used to refine the mix-
ture embedding, conditional embeddings obtained from estimates of
the clean sources could contain more precise information. For the
iterative estimation of the conditional embeddings, the iTDCN++ is
used as the separation network architecture as it is shown in Fig-
ure 3d. This extends the aforementioned end-to-end approach in or-
der to predict estimates of the clean sources sˆ(1). These estimates,
as well as the mixture m, are fed to a second sound classifier to
extract embeddings for the source estimates and the mixture Vˆ
(2)
all .
These embeddings condition a second source separation subnetwork
TDCN++(2) which produces the final source estimates sˆ(2). The
whole architecture is optimized with Lisep similar to an uncondi-
tioned iTDCN++ as described in Section 3.1.
3.6. Guided Fine-tuned Embeddings for the Iterative Model
In the previous conditions, the last few layers of the classifiers are
fine-tuned based on their contribution to the final separation loss.
Building upon that, we use the oracle embeddings extracted from
the clean sources of the training set as targets in order to guide the
classifiers towards producing similar representations. In order to do
so we use a sigmoid cross-entropy loss
CE (v1, v2) = −Eσ(v1) [log2 σ(v2)] (3)
at the output of each classifier and add them to the total loss. Specif-
ically, we would like to ensure that the mixture embeddings Vˆ
(1)
m
and Vˆ
(2)
m stay close to the soft-OR embedding Vor and that the pre-
dicted source embeddings Vˆ
(2)
s stay close to the oracle embeddings
Vs. Thus, the total loss for this framework is:
Lisep+CE
(
Vp
∗
or , Vˆ
(1)
m
)
+CE
(
Vp
∗
or , Vˆ
(2)
m
)
+CE
(
Vp
∗
s , Vˆ
(2)
s
)
Embeddings STFT Learned
Method Type Fine-tuning Val. Test Val. Test
Baselines TDCN++ with no embeddings [8] - - 9.9 9.1 9.1 8.5iTDCN++ with no embeddings [8] - - 10.6 9.8 9.3 8.7
Proposed
Pretrained embeddings & TDCN++ mixture - 10.3 9.4 9.4 8.6
Fine-tuned embeddings & TDCN++ mixture 3 10.2 9.4 9.3 8.5
Guided fine-tuned embeddings & TDCN++ mixture 3 10.3 9.4 9.4 8.6
Pretrained embeddings & iTDCN++ all - 10.8 9.9 9.9 9.0
Fine-tuned embeddings & iTDCN++ all 3 11.1 10.1 10.1 9.2
Guided fine-tuned embeddings & iTDCN++ all 3 11.1 10.2 10.0 9.1
Oracles Pretrained embeddings & TDCN++
all - 11.3 10.6 11.0 10.2
soft-OR - 11.4 10.6 10.7 10.1
STFT binary mask - - 16.8 16.2 - -
Table 1: Best model performance in terms of SI-SDRi (dB).
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Datasets
For our universal sound separation experiments we use the dataset
introduced in [8]. This dataset contains a wide variety of sound
classes and is sources from the Pro Sound Effects Library database
[24]. Each input source consists of a single-channel three-second
clip sampled at 16kHz, whereas the generated mixtures contain ran-
dom combinations of all the available sources. Overall, there are
14, 049 training mixtures (11.7 hours), 3, 898 validation mixtures
(3.2 hours), and 2, 074 test mixtures (1.7 hours). We focus on the
two-source task in this paper, though our methods could be easily
extended to more sources.
4.2. Training and Evaluation Details
All models are implemented in TensorFlow [25]. Models are trained
using the Adam [26] optimizer on a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU
for around 3 million steps with a learning rate of 10−4 and batch
size of 2. The window and hop sizes are 5 ms and 2.5 ms, respec-
tively, in both the analysis and synthesis layers, since these are the
optimal parameters reported by [8]. The learnable basis uses 256
coefficients, while the STFT basis uses 65. A ReLU is applied to
learnable basis coefficients, while a magnitude operation is used for
STFT. For the integration of the conditional embeddings as described
in Section 3.2, we set the number of channels in the intermediate
layers of TDCN++ to B = 128 and for the conditional embeddings
to B′ = 128. Each sound classifier outputs an embedding with
F = 301 time frames and J = 527 classes for each 3 second input.
The performance of all models is evaluated using scale-invariant
signal-to-distortion ratio improvement (SI-SDRi) [4, 27, 7]. For-
mally, SI-SDR between an estimated signal sˆ and the ground truth
signal s can be expressed as:
SI-SDR(s, sˆ) = 10 log10
(‖γs‖2/‖γs− sˆ‖2) (4)
where γ = argmina ‖as − sˆ‖2 = 〈s, sˆ〉/‖s‖2, and 〈a, b〉 denotes
the inner product. SI-SDRi is the difference between the SI-SDR of
the estimated signal and that of the input mixture signal.
4.3. Results
Table 1 shows the results of our best models for each condition we
considered. Notice that iterative models that use embeddings per-
form the best in terms of the proposed methods. Consistent with
[8], the STFT basis outperforms the learnable basis. Also note that
the performance of the TDCN++ with pretrained mixture embed-
ding is quite similar to TDCN++ with the fine-tuned counterpart.
In contrast, the iterative iTDCN++ improves when fine-tuned. This
suggests that semantic representations extracted from estimates of
the clean sources are able to better condition the separation net-
work. Generally, the guided models that use a cross-entropy loss
on predicted embeddings do not affect separation performance sig-
nificantly, but at least the overall model can be trained to perform
better classification without affecting separation. The oracle meth-
ods at the bottom of the table indicate the total possible gain from
conditioning on sound classifier embeddings. However, even these
oracle embedding methods are below the oracle STFT binary mask,
indicating that more improvement is still possible.
In order to find the best configuration parameters for the net-
works, we perform a large-scale empirical study where we trained
over 1000 models. Given the large scale of this study, we share some
of the most prominent experimental findings when sweeping over
different configurations of the integration parameters as described
in Section 3.2. Time-varying embedding predictions, repeated out
to match the number of basis frames, outperformed a time-invariant
embedding computed by taking the mean across frames in proba-
bility space. Fixed and trainable sigmoid functions scored higher
than conditioning on the raw logits. For the number of channels
B′ ∈ {65, 128, 256}, 128 generally yielded the best results. Be-
tween the concatenation and gating integration methods as described
in section 3.2, concatenation surpassed gating most of the time. De-
spite our initial intuition that by feeding Vin to all convolutional
blocks of the TDCN++ would better guide the network towards sep-
aration, it instead led to overfitting. Thus, combining Vin only with
the analysis basis coefficients consistently led to better performance.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have shown that universal sound separation per-
formance can be improved by conditioning on the predictions of
sound classifiers trained on large amounts of diverse audio. Our best
models use an iterative setup, where sources are initially separated
and classified, then fed to a second separation stage. These models
achieve a new state-of-the-art benchmark for universal sound sepa-
ration, while also providing useful classification outputs.
In future work, we will investigate using other types of condi-
tioning information. Classification predictions are a coarse summary
of the information in a signal, and we expect that combining them
with richer signals such as video could further improve performance.
Also, we intend to try this task with larger amounts of data and more
human annotation, such as ground-truth class labels.
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